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Abstract  

 

The aim of the thesis is to study the negation in Muslim Baghdad Arabic variety. Iraqi Arabic 

variety has several different varieties because of the different ethnicities and religions in Iraq 

therefore the scope of the thesis has been limited to investigate just one type of Baghdad 

Arabic variety which is Muslim Baghdad Arabic (MBA). I used text analysis as a method in 

order to investigate the negation (system) in Muslim Baghdad Arabic variety. The material 

used was a book by McCarthy (1965) ‘Spoken Arabic of Baghdad, Anthology of text’. I also 

used Abu-Haidar’s article ‘Negation in Iraqi Arabic’ which is the most relevant work to my 

thesis as a starting point and for comparison with my discussion. The thesis has presented 

three different types of results. (i) There were some similar results that have been presented in 

both my thesis and the previous studies. (ii) There were some different results about some 

matters between my thesis and the previous studies. (iii) There were some new results in this 

thesis that have not been presented in any other studies. 

 

 

 

 

Keywords: Negation, standard negation, Muslim Baghdad Arabic, gelet variety, Iraqi variety, 

Arabic linguistics.  
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1. Introduction  

It is hard to imagine that there is a natural language without a system of negation. “All human 

systems of communication contain a representation of negation.” (Horn, 2001:xiii). All users 

of all the natural languages need to use the negation function in order to express themselves in 

different situations; otherwise it would have been very challenging to negate or deny our 

positive and affirmative statements. It would have been easier to learn a second language if all 

the languages had the same system of negation, but this is, of course, not the case. Different 

languages have probably different systems of negation and expressions. At the same time 

some linguists like Dahl (1979 and 2010) and Miestamo (2000, 2005 and 2007) succeeded in 

finding some shared linguistic features of negation between different languages. An example 

is Jespersen’s (1917) Neg-First principle, which means that there is a natural tendency to use 

the negative element first, before the negated word.  

 

It is common knowledge that the languages and varieties develop day by day, along with the 

societies where their users live. The system of negation, as a part of the language, also 

develops with the language. Any development involves kind of changes. When the system of 

negation or the expression of negation changes, it necessarily goes through a transformation 

process from being a non-standard negation to becoming the standard form of negation in that 

language (Payne, 1985). The use of the negative particle not after the auxiliary verb in 

English can be an example for the standard negation strategy, e.g. ‘I do not eat fish’ or ‘She 

will not travel today’. Negation has always been of interest to linguists, and for this reason 

there has been much research and many studies about negation in general (typologically) and 

about specific languages. There are not many studies about the negation in gǝlǝt Iraqi variety 

(Watson, 2011:871), especially about Muslim Baghdad Arabic MBA variety. It is important 

to study this essential linguistic feature in such an important Arabic variety, in order to see 

how it works, how it differs from the same system in other languages and the direction in 

which it is developing. 

 

1.1. Aim and scope  

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the system of negation in Muslim Baghdad Arabic 

variety (MBA). The reason for the choice of this topic is that there is always a need to follow 

and trace the development and change of regional and local varieties. The scope of my thesis 

will be limited by two factors. Iraqi Arabic variety has several different varieties because of 
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factors such as the different ethnicities and religions in Iraq, and these factors have 

established different types of Iraqi variety. The first limitation is the investigation of just one 

type of the Iraqi Arabic variety, specifically the Baghdad Arabic variety (BAV). The second 

limitation is the investigation of just one type of Baghdad Arabic variety, specifically the 

Muslim Baghdad Arabic (MBA). More explanation about the difference and relation between 

the language, the regional and the local variety will be presented in chapter 2 (sociolinguistic 

and dialectological background).  

 

1.2. Theoretical background and previous research 

It is important to have a theoretical understanding of the negation in general. This theoretical 

background is designed to answer these four essential questions. (1) What is negation? (2) 

Classification of negation. (3) Standard negation (4) How does the expression of negation 

develop over time? I shall conclude by presenting the most relevant work about negation in 

MBA by Abu-Haidar (2002). 

 

1.2.1. What is negation? 

As I have mentioned in the introduction, negation is an essential linguistic feature in our 

natural language, therefore negation is assumed to exist in all the languages. “Negation is 

generally taken to be a universal category. No languages without negation have been found.” 

(Miestamo, 2005:5). It is clear that negation is a central concept in my thesis, and therefore I 

start by presenting a basic definition about negation by Miestamo: “Negation is an operator 

that reverses the truth value of a proposition. Thus, when p is true not-p is false, and vice 

versa.” (Miestamo 2007:552). Dahl has a similar definition for negation: “Neg that it be a 

means for converting a sentence S1 into another sentence S2 such that S2 is true whenever S1 

is false
1
, and vice versa.” (Dahl, 1979:80). Dahl argued that this condition is very important 

but it is not sufficient, because there are some cases that can fulfil the condition but the 

definition cannot distinguish between them. (1) It is not raining. (2) It is false that it is raining. 

(3) It is not the case that it is raining.  

 

Negation needs elements and markers to fulfil its function. These tools have different names 

and functions and usages. A general term that is used to refer to negative elements is negator. 

Dahl defines negator thus: “As a convenient way of the referring to words and morphemes 

                                                 
1
 We disregard the question of truth-value gaps and additional possible truth-values here.  
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that express negation.” (Dahl, 2010:11). The most common negative element is the negative 

particle which Dahl describes thus: “Negative particles are negators that are characterized by 

two features: (i) they are independent words rather than affixes … (ii) they are not inflected. 

This is arguably the most common type of standard negation.” (Dahl, 2010:19). There is a 

subtype of the negative particle which is called the double negative particle. It is in general 

like the negative particle but its function to express multiple negation, i.e. to negate more than 

one thing at the same time, i.e. two verbal or nominal clauses. Example for double negative 

particle as in English neither … nor or not … either.  

 

There is also another common negative element called the negative morpheme which consists 

in a type of affixal negation that belongs to morphological negation e.g. un-, im- and non- in 

English. “Morphological negation is expressed morphologically, most often as an affix 

normally on a verb or an auxiliary.” (Dahl, 2010:14). Another negative element is the 

negative ‘indefinite’ pronoun which can sometimes be as a compound negator, because it 

consists of the negative particle and indefinite pronoun, such as, in English, “no one”, 

“nobody”, or, in Swedish, “ingen” or “inget”. The negative ‘indefinite’ pronoun negates just 

indefinite the pronoun, the English “someone” or “somebody” or the Swedish “någon” or 

“någonting”. There are also negative verbs that express negation. The negative verbs can be 

either auxiliary verbs as in the English “don’t” and “doesn’t” or a higher verb that takes a 

subordinate clause as a complement. The negative verb always has some of the features of 

regular verbs e.g. occurrence with verbal complementizer, inflection according to mood, 

tense, person, number. It always corresponds to the original verb of the equivalent positive 

sentence (Payne, 1985:207). There are other negative elements such as negative adverbs 

(“never” and “nowhere”) and negative nouns.  

 

1.2.2. Classification of negation  

Studies on negations usually include: (1) classifications of negation, which show what kind of 

negative markers and elements the language has. (2) Word order, which shows how each 

language can form different types of clause (e.g. affirmative, interrogative, imperative) 

according to the position of the main sentence’s elements; subject, verb and object e.g. SVO, 

VSO, SOV etc. (3) The position of the negative element, which shows where the negative 

element can be placed in each different word order and sentence type.  
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Dahl (2010:12) has pointed out that there are some differences between the classifications of 

negative constructions made by the linguists who studied the negation typologically. Dahl 

(1979), Payne (1985) and Dryer (2005a) share a focus on the statute of the negative markers, 

where all of them identified three main types of negation, (1) morphological (affixal) negation 

(2) negative particles which also include the double negation particles as a subtype and (3) 

negative verbs. There is of course a fourth type, which is the negative ‘indefinite’ pronoun but 

it seems that it has not been classified with the three main types of negation. I use this 

classification of negative construction in my analysis to present all the negative particles and 

negators of the MBA. It has already been observed by Jespersen that the negative markers 

tend to be placed before the elements they negate: “There is a natural tendency, also for the 

sake of clearness, to place the negative first, or at any rate as soon as possible, very often 

immediately before the particular word to be negatived (generally the verb).” (Jespersen, 

1917:5). This description or principle has been called later the Neg-First principle by Horn 

(2001:311 and 449). Dahl (1979) and Dryer (1992) show in their studies that the Neg-First 

principle holds for negative particles regardless of basic word order, but basic word order is 

significant with  the negative auxiliaries, which are more easily placed after the lexical verb in 

languages with OV basic word order. 

 

1.2.3. Standard negation 

Standard negation has been used in general as a linguistic principle and especially as a 

typological norm to analyse the systems of negation of the natural languages. Many linguists, 

such as Payne (1985), Miestamo (2000, 2005, and 2007) and Dahl (2010), have used the 

standard negation in their typological studies to analyse and classify different types of 

negation, “It is a practical tool for the field worker and for the typologist.” (Miestamo, 

2000:66). The negative strategies used in standard negation have received more attention than 

the other non-standard negative constructions. The most common environments for the non-

standard negative constructions are imperatives, existentials and nonverbal clauses 

(Miestamo, 2007:553). 

 

It was Payne (1985) who introduced the notion of ‘standard negation’ which describes the 

basic ways used by languages to negate declarative verbal main clauses: “That type of 

negation that can apply to the most minimal and basic sentences.” (Payne, 1985:198). An 

example for the standard negation strategy can be the structure that adds not after the auxiliary 

verb in English. He has described this ‘basic sentence’ as a main clause that includes a single 
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predicate with some nominal phrases and maybe adverbial modifiers. His idea was to make 

that description serve as a guide to the identification of standard negation in complex 

sentences that may include different types of negation. I used Payne’s definition in my thesis 

but I will present and discuss how other linguists have defined the notion of ‘standard 

negation’.  

 

Miestamo has defined standard negation like this: “The basic way(s) a language has for 

negating a sentence.” (Miestamo, 2000:66) or for negating a declarative verbal main clause 

(Miestamo, 2005:1). He has descripted it in detail as a construction which its main function is 

to express sentential negation, which is usually found in declarative verbal sentences that are 

modally as unmarked as possible. Miestamo was aware that this delimitation was not 

sufficiently clear. He argued that it is hard to always be certain which of two negative 

constructions is the primary, because some language may have several constructions that can 

be analysed as a standard negation. He had proposed a classification of negation based on two 

types; symmetric and asymmetric negation. Symmetric negation does not show further 

differences between the negative and positive construction of the clause/sentence except the 

presence of the negative marker, but asymmetric negation shows such differences (Miestamo, 

2000:72-77).  

 

Sometimes it is very difficult to describe a phenomenon or to create a term that is precisely 

defined. It seems that the term has a direct definition and indirect definition or a definition 

with a longer supplement description. Dahl (2010:11) discussed both definitions of Payne and 

Miestamo and argued that description of the term ‘standard negation’ have not been 

sufficiently specific. As it implies that anything that is not used in simple indicative sentence 

is ‘non-standard’ but at the same time it is difficult to find a better description or criterion. 

 

1.2.4. The development of the expression of negation 

Jespersen’s (1917) was one of the first and very important studies that described the 

development of the expression of negation. He had observed and analysed the historical 

change in the expression of negation in some languages, mainly French. He had succeeded in 

formulating the developmental process of negation and described it like this:  

 

The history of negative expressions in various languages makes us witness 

the following curious fluctuation: the original negative adverb is first 
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weakened, then found insufficient and therefore strengthened, generally 

through some additional word, and this in its turn may be felt as the negative 

proper and may then in course of time be subject to the same development 

as the original word. (Jespersen, 1917:4). 

 

This developmental process shows that it works in a circle because it starts with a single 

negative particle which becomes a double negative particle and later a single negative particle 

again (single – double – single). It was Dahl who called this development as Jespersen’s cycle 

(Dahl, 1979:88). The direct question that can be asked about this process is whether all the 

double negative particles have gone through Jespersen’s cycle. It is hard to answer this 

question as Dahl (1979:88-89) has explained because of the lack of the information about 

earlier non-European languages. He also describes Jespersen’s cycle as a plausible universal 

explanation for double negative particles, but at the same time it is unsettled. 

 

Jespersen (1917:4-5) had argued that the negative element (adverb) is very often weakly 

stressed, because there are other words that are strongly stressed by contrast in the sentence. 

The main usage of the negative expression is to contradict and to show a contrast of the 

positive expression (sentence). In spite of the fact that the negative notion is very important it 

is used as accentually subordinate to other notions. When this happens constantly the negative 

element gradually becomes a shorter syllable, or even smaller than a syllable, and joined or 

attached as prefix to other words. This contradiction between the importance of the notion and 

the formal reduction of the negative element may motivate the interlocutor to add something 

to make his/her expression clearer for the hearer.  

 

It is clear that Muslim Baghdad Arabic shares a lot of linguistic features with classical Arabic 

e.g. lexical units (vocabulary), grammatical rules and syntactical structures etc. These shared 

linguistic features can lead us to assume or predict that MBA belongs to classical Arabic and 

it used CA as a main source for its linguistic development. In fact it is very hard to prove this 

point because both MBA and CA are so old that we cannot empirically investigate their 

development to reach a clear and scientific result. At the same time there are many examples 

that show that MBA has some linguistic features that do not exist in CA but rather come from 

other languages. These examples show that MBA has been influenced by other languages 

such as Aramaic. A general example (not about negation) is the usage of the Aramaic datival 

preposition l(i) with the direct object in Baghdad Arabic e.g. dazzha l-uxta li-l-wlāya in 
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English “he sent her for his sister in the city”, (Malaika, 1963:63 referred in Weninger, 

2011:750).  

 

It is possible that some of the negative elements in MBA have been derived or developed 

from CA according to the linguistic connection between them. At the same time it is hard to 

identify and to prove with complete certainty which negative elements in MBA have been 

derived or developed from classical Arabic. There is always a possibility that some negative 

elements that have existed from the beginning in MBA, i.e. they didn’t derive or develop from 

CA. If all the negative elements which exist today in MBA did not come originally from 

MBA, then there are some negative elements that have been developed from non-standard 

negation to become standard negation in MBA. A good example about the development of 

negation is presented by Müller-Kessler (2003). He has argued that the Iraqi Arabic particle 

ʾaku (which refers to existence) is a survival of a particle like Babylonian Talmudic Aramaic 

ʾykʾ or Mandaean eka (another spelling variant), e.g. ʾaku xamsīn dinar ib-ǧēbi in English 

“There are fifty dinars in my pocket” (Müller-Kessler, 2003 referred in Weninger, 2011:750). 

The negator mākū (there is/are no) is obviously a result of a combination of two particles; mā 

as a Baghdadi negative particle and ʾaku as a non-original Baghdadi ‘positive’ particle of 

existence. Mākū is considered today to be a Baghdadi compound negator in MBA.  

 

1.2.5. Negation in Muslim Baghdad Arabic 

Abu-Haidar’s article “Negation in Iraqi Arabic” is the most relevant work for my thesis 

therefore I will refer to it in different discussions in my thesis. Abu-Haidar (2002) has 

presented in her article the two main varieties of Iraq, gәlәt and qәltu. Blanc (1964) has 

classified the Iraqi varieties into two main varieties; gǝlǝt variety which is used by Muslims 

and the qǝltu which is used mainly by non-Muslims and he classified the Baghdadi varieties 

to three communal varieties; Jewish, Christian and Muslim Arabic. Abu-Haidar argued that 

there are some differences between these two main Iraqi varieties but the negation is one of 

their shared characteristics between them. She focused in her study on the negative particles 

and compound morpheme negators that are common to almost all Iraqi varieties. The material 

she used was from recordings of spontaneous speech during one-to-one interviews conducted 

in Baghdad, Mosul (northern Iraq) and Amsterdam, and all of these interviews were 

conducted in 2000. She used 6 informants, 3 men and 3 women, in Baghdad; 4 informants, 3 

men and 1 woman, In Mosul, and in Amsterdam 4 informants, 2 men from Nasiriya (southern 

Iraq) and 1 man from Arbil (northern Iraq) and 1 man from Kirkuk (northern Iraq). There 
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were just one man and one woman who were Christian, from Baghdad, and all the others were 

Muslims.  She compared the negative particles of Iraqi Arabic with the negative articles of the 

MSA to show some similarities and differences between them. Her main conclusion was that 

all the negative particles and compound negators that she discussed in her study, have the 

same function in the gәlәt and qәltu varieties.  

 

I appreciate her very good material but there are some points with which I do not agree, such 

as her case that the negative particle mū can be used to negate a verb or a particle on some 

occasions, since I found this case is very strange or unusual. I will present my argument in the 

discussion chapter, after I analyse the material and show my results in order to be able to 

compare her analysis with mine.  

 

1.3. Method 

The method in this thesis is text analysis in order to investigate the system of negation in 

Muslim Baghdad Arabic variety. The analysis is descriptive, because firstly it focuses on 

identifying the relevant elements i.e. negative particles and negators and secondly describing 

their functions and usage in a systematic and empirical way. This text analysis can also be 

seen as a qualitative analysis rather than a quantitative one, since it uses short texts and 

dialogues. The reason behind choosing text analysis is because it saves time and a lot of work. 

It contains very reliable data because it has been produced by professional linguists. It is also 

useful to use or complete other researchers work, because sometimes there is no need to 

repeat research that already exists.   

 

There are other linguistic research methods that can be applicable for this topic, such as 

questionnaire. The results of this research method can’t show the real natural usage and 

function of the system of negation in MBA, because it measures the ‘subjective’ attitude of 

the informants towards the topic. The informants express their ‘subjective’ knowledge when 

they answer the questionnaire. Interview and dialogue-analysis can also be applicable but 

these two research methods are time-consuming and require time that may not be available for 

a bachelor thesis. These two research methods involve many preparations before starting the 

analysis, such as finding the right informants, recording the dialogue, translating and 

transcribing the dialog, and at last analysing the text. The framework of the method used two 
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steps; (1) to identify all the negative elements of the negated sentences in the corpus (2) to 

analyse the function and usage of each negative element.  

 

1.4. Material  

The corpus can be the most suitable material to be used in my thesis. Firstly because it is 

applicable to both the subject (negation in MBA) and the method (text analysis) of the thesis. 

Secondly because it is possible to base the results on contextual examples from natural 

utterances. The term corpus usually refers to an electronic material Litosseliti (2010:93) but 

the used corpora/texts are not electronic. They are from a printed book which therefore has 

been treated manually. 

 

I have to say that it was remarkable difficult to find any transcribed material or normal texts 

in Muslim Baghdad Arabic. There are no literary about this variety, while there are a lot of 

literary materials about e.g. the Egyptian and Palestinian varieties. I used McCarthy’s (1965) 

book (Spoken Arabic of Baghdad: Part two (A), Anthology of texts) as my main source for the 

corpus. It is the only material that I found about MBA and contains sufficient texts. Fischer 

(1980) has also in his book (Handbuch der arabischen Dialekte) in English ‘Handbook of the 

Arabic dialect’, a transcribed text about Muslim Baghdad Arabic but I couldn’t use it. The 

text was very short, only one page and a half, p. 155-156, and doesn’t contain enough negated 

sentences. I found also very interesting electronic audio material (MP3 files) about Baghdad 

variety in the website (SemArch - Semitisches Tonarchiv). There were 20 audio files on 

different subjects but 19 of them were in Baghdad Jewish Arabic. The last recording was 

about MBA but this recording was an audio version of the same text that I found in Fischer’s 

(1980) book. Both materials were identical but in two different forms, therefore I couldn’t use 

it either.   

 

The authors describe each section and chapter of the book (Spoken Arabic of Baghdad: Part 

two (A), Anthology of texts) in details in their introduction (pp. xix- xxviii). The book is 

divided into three sections, where all these three sections contain the same information/texts 

but in three different forms. The first section presents the transliteration of the Arabic text, the 

second section presents an English translation of the Arabic text and the third presents the 

Arabic texts. There are six different kinds of genres in the book, such as; (1) pictures and 

scenes from everyday life (2) jokes and anecdotes (3) broadcast plays (4) stories and tales (5) 
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popular proverbs (6) popular songs. There is one important point that should be clarified 

about the corpus. The authors didn’t mentioned Blanc’s classification for the two main 

varieties of Iraq, i.e. gәlәt and qәltu but it is very clear that the entire book contains just pure 

gәlәt variety.  

 

Since the Arabic text (section three) contains 158 pages, the analysed corpus has been limited 

to 94 pages. The selection criteria that have been used to choose the texts were based on two 

factors, (1) the spontaneous and narrative dialogues and speeches (2) the texts that have many 

and varying negative particles and negators in order to be rich and useful material. I chose to 

analyse three chapters; chapter one (pictures and scenes from everyday life) pp. 409-464 

which contain 23 dialogues. These dialogues illustrate different aspects of daily life in 

Baghdad. They have been compiled by Usdādh Faraj, who won the approval of many 

speakers of Baghdad Arabic. Chapter two (jokes and anecdotes) pp. 465-480 which contains 

40 jokes and anecdotes. Chapter four (stories and tales) pp. 514-538 which contain seven 

traditional stories and tales. Thy have been recorded for the authors by Umm Faraj, who is a 

Baghdad grandmother, who herself heard them from the lips of her own grandmother.  

 

1.4.1. Phonological analysis 

I would like to present a phonological analysis to give a closer image of the corpus before I 

analyse the negative elements in it. The authors had used a customized transcription system to 

match the phonological features of MBA. There were three Persian letters that have been used 

in the corpus; گ ,چ and پ to represent these three sounds; [tʃ], [g] and [p] which occur a lot in 

MBA. These three sounds occur in two groups of words, the first group is Arabic words but 

pronounced in the Baghdadi way and the second group is Baghdadi words that do not exist in 

MSA. When Baghdadi people pronounce Arabic words in the Baghdadi way, they change or 

replace some of the word’s sounds with these three sounds. When they pronounce Baghdadi 

words that do not exist in MSA, they don’t change or replace any sounds in the word, because 

all sounds are already existing and customized to their Baghdadi pronunciation system. The 

main difference between these two groups is that there are equivalent letters and sounds of 

these three sounds in MSA when they occur in Arabic words, but there are no equivalent 

letters and sounds for these three sounds in MSA when they occur in Baghdadi words. I used 

the number of the page and the number of the sentence to refer to each example I used from 

the corpus, e.g. 431/51 refer to page no. 431 and sentence no. 51. 
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1. The letter (چ) that transcribed č and represents the sound [tʃ] has been used instead of (i) the 

Arabic letter (ك) that transcribed k and represents the sound [k] as in 413/15, 426/26 and 

431/51 (ii) the Arabic letter (ش) that transcribed š and represents the sound [ʃ] as in 415/17.  

 it wasn’t = لم يكن = mačān مچان 413/15

 I want you = اريدك = ārideč اريدچ 426/26

 how much, how many = كم = ǧam چم 431/51

 tee = شاي = čāy چاي 415/17

 

There are some Baghdadi words that do not exist in MSA. These words contain the sound [tʃ], 

i.e. the sound [tʃ] has not been used instead of some Arabic sound, furthermore Arabic 

language doesn’t have an equivalent letter or sound for the sound [tʃ]. 

= čūl چول 527/127  An open and empty =  الخالء، المكان الخالي من السكان او البعيد عن السكان في البر

space without population or far away from the population in the countryside. 

 .in Arabic (a story) حكاية a word, obs. it is not like = كلمة = ḥčāya حچاية 526/104

 hand’ ladle (like a big spoon)‘ = (ملعقة كبيرة لغرف الطعام) مغرفة طعام = čafčīr چفچير 530/62

 small box (to save things) = صندوق صغير )لخزن الحاجيات( = čakmača چكمچة 528/26

 

2. The letter (گ) that transcribed g and represents the sound [g] has been used instead of the 

Arabic letter (ق) that transcribed q and represents the sound [q].  

 coffee = قهوة = gahwa گهوة 410/27

 relatives = قرايب = garāyb گرايب 411/4

  don’t steal = ال تسرق = latbūg لتبوگ 415/20

 breakfast = افطار = rayūg ريوگ 526/108

 

3. The letter (پ) that transcribed p and represents the sound [p] has been used instead of the 

Arabic letter (ب) that transcribed b and represents the sound [b].  

 bus = الباص )الحافلة( = ilpāṣ الپاص 420/24

 postman = رجل البريد = ilbūṣṭaǧi الپوصطچي 418/16

 name of an Iraqi = اسم ألكلة عراقية مكونة من جمجمة و عظام الخروف مع الخبز = ilpāča الپاچة 433/30

meal which consisting of a skull and bones of the lamb mixed with soup and breads. 

 

1.4.2. Vocabulary analysis by interview method  

The other part of the analysis is the vocabulary. As I have mentioned before that there is a 

lack of materials in MBA to be compared with the corpus, therefore I chose to prepare a short 
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interview. I have asked 10 informants who have MBA as their native language. They were a 

mixed group of men and women all of whom lived in Baghdad. I divided them into two 

groups to represent two generations. The first group is the younger generation and consists of 

five informants between 18-40 years old (G1-I1-M, G1-I2-M, G1-I3-M, G1-I4-F, G1-I5-F)
2
 

and the second group represents the older generation and consist of five informants between 

41-65+ years old  (G2-I6-F, G2-I7-F, G2-I8-F, G2-I9-M, G2-I10-M). I asked the informants 

seven direct questions about 13 words that I picked from the corpus (حچاية ,ريوگ ,سبداج ,باچر, 

 I have interviewed each informant .(پارة ,هواية ,شدروان ,قريوالت ,چفچير ,بيانك ,حوش ,چكمچة ,قصور

individually by the phone and each interview took approximately 35-40 minutes. I then 

classified these words according to the evaluation of the informants.  

 

1. Do you know the meaning of these words?  

2. Can you use each word in a ‘normal’ sentence?  

3. Which of these words do you hear today (in the present)?  

4. Which of these words do you use in your daily life? 

5. Do you know other people who use these words (answer for each word)?  

6. Which of these words did you use and used to hear in the past that are not in use today?  

7. Can you classify these words according to two groups, the first young people (18-40) and 

the second old people (41-65+)? 

 

The results of the interview have showed that there are two kinds of Baghdadi words that do 

not exist in MSA. 1. Nowadays (non-old) Baghdadi words which are known for all Baghdadi 

speakers, i.e. by both old and young generations. 2. Old Baghdadi words are not known by all 

Baghdadi speakers but known mainly by the old generation, therefore they are rarely used in 

MBA. This was not a strange result because 49 years have elapsed between the date of the 

corpus (1965) and the date of my thesis (2014). It is normal to find that the previous 

generation have used some words that are not used by the present generation. Here is the 

summary of the results.  

 

The first type is modern (non-old) Baghdadi words that do not exist in the MSA.  

 beds, plural of bed = سراير = جمع قريولة = qariōlāt قريوالت 531/88

 tomorrow = غدا = bāčir باچر 415/8

                                                 
2
 G = group, I = informant, M = male, F = female.  
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  breakfast = افطار = rayūg ريوگ 526/108

  .in Arabic (a story) حكاية a word, obs. is not like = كلمة = ḥčāya حچاية 526/104

  so much/many = كثير = hwāya هواية 538/124

  .a special form of house with usually a space in the centre = بيت = ḥūš حوش 530/64

 .hand’ ladle (like a big spoon)‘ = (ملعقة كبيرة لغرف الطعام) مغرفة طعام = čafčir چفچير 530/62

 .small box (to save things) = صندوق صغير )لخزن الحاجيات( = čakmača چكمچة 528/26

 

2. The second type is old Baghdadi words that do not exist in MSA and are rarely used 

nowadays in MBA. 

541/2 پارة   pāra = اصغر عملة نقدية ما تعادل فلس و هي ال تستعمل االن = the smallest currency that is 

equivalent to a penny and it is not used now.  

جسبدا  514/3 sibdāǧ = قرص ابيض يستعمل لتبيض الوجه   = a white round tablet used as face powder 

(cosmetics). 

 a circular frame of a centre = إطار دائري لنافورة في وسط البيت )الحوش( = šadirwān شدروان 532/97

located fountain in the the house.  

444/85 قصور   quṣūr = الباقي ( متبقي من المال عند الدفعال ) = change (The rest of the money in 

payment). 

بيانك  459/12 byānk = يبدو عليك = you look like, It seems you are. 

 

1.5. Transcription 

It is common that different Arabic varieties use different types of sound system therefore the 

varieties need a different transcription system than that used for the MSA. The transcription 

system by Fischer (1980) p. 11-14 has been used to transcribe the text of Muslim Baghdad 

Arabic. I made just one adjustment/change in it where Fischer used (ع) for the letter (ع) but I 

used (ʕ) for it. There was no necessity to transcribe the whole corpus but all presented 

examples have been transcribed and translated in English. It is known that there is always a 

possibility to translate any text in different ways, by using different vocabulary, information 

structure and formulation. I didn’t find any remarkable differences between the Arabic text 

and the presented translation, therefore I used the same translation that McCarthy presented 

for the text, otherwise I would have suggested another translation if I have found any 

misleading translation. 
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2. Sociolinguistic and dialectological background  

There are two fields of linguistics that are connected to the theoretical background of the 

thesis. Both sociolinguistics and dialectology are complementary to each other in this respect. 

Sociolinguistics can explain the relation between the language/variety and the society while 

dialectology can describe the relation between different levels of varieties.  

 

2.1. MSA and Arabic varieties  

I will use a sociolinguistic framework here to present the relation between Arabic 

language/variety and the society and even the relation between the language and the variety. 

This part will deal with two different levels of Arabic, the MSA as a shared regional 

language/variety, i.e. used by all Arabic countries and the regional varieties which are used by 

different Arabic countries.  

 

Table no. 1 presents the relation between different varieties and levels of Arabic.  

Name Description 

Classical Arabic Main language/variety  

Modern standard Arabic  Shared regional language/variety (all Arabic 

countries) 

Iraqi Regional variety (one country) 

Baghdadi  Local variety (city) 

Muslim Baghdad Arabic  Sub-local variety (part of city) 

 

In order to give a clear picture about the situation of MSA and the Arabic varieties in the 

Arabic societies and countries, I will discuss two important points which are (1) how Arabic 

native speakers lean and use MSA and its varieties? (2) What is the socio-linguistic effect of 

MSA and its varieties?  

 

2.1.1. Learning and using of MSA vs. Arabic varieties   

The starting point is that MSA is not considered as their mother tongue by Arabic people, 

because they learn MSA just in formally way in educational institutions like schools, 

universities and they use it mainly in formal written communication, books, public authorities 

and media but they don’t use it in their oral communication and daily activities. It is instead 

the regional, local and sub-local varieties that are considered as their mother language by the 
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Arabic people. They learn it naturally all their lives from their parents and their environment 

and society. They use it mainly in their oral communication and daily activities (Jastrow, 

2007:414, Altoma, 1969:3). Holes has defined the term dialect very clearly: “The spoken 

Arabic dialects are the varieties of the language that all native speakers learn as their mother 

tongue before they begin formal education.” (Holes 2004:3). 

 

There are 22 Arabic countries but 19 of them only use MSA as their official language. At the 

same time it is not the only language/variety in the Arabic society. Bassiouney has mentioned 

this point: “The twenty-three countries in which Arabic is an official language have been 

described as diglossic speech communities, i.e. communities in which two varieties of a single 

language exist side by side.” (Bassiouney 2009:10). It was Ferguson (1959) who introduced 

and discussed the notion of diglossia where different varieties of a language exist side by side 

and are used for different functions and situations, while Badawi (1973) has presented the 

notion of continuum, where he described Arabic as existing on different linguistic levels. 

Trentman has described the situation of Arabic like this: “Arabic is a diglossic language, and 

learners must become competent in both Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and a spoken 

dialect” (Trentman 2011:abstract).  

 

Many Arabic native speakers can of course express themselves in both MSA and in their own 

varieties but the main difference is based on the choice between using the mother variety or 

non-mother variety. I mean by ‘mother variety’ the linguistic variety that a person uses as a 

mother tongue. The mother variety might serve as the most equivalent description of the term 

mother language because I cannot refer to e.g. Iraqi, Baghdadi and Muslim Baghdad Arabic 

as three different languages. It is normal to hear and find a mixed speech/dialogue between 

MSA and other regional, local and sub-local varieties by Arabic native speakers. It can be 

difficult for many Arabic native speakers to use just MSA all the time without using the other 

variety or vice versa. Holes (2004:6) described how and when Arabs use MSA with their 

variety in real life. He said that Arabs use MSA as a ‘communally owned linguistic reservoir’ 

where they use it when they communicate with other Arabs that speak different varieties. 

Therefore Arabic native speakers feel freer when they express themselves by mixing their 

regional, local and sub-local varieties with MSA in their speech/dialogue. The mixture of 

MSA and other variety can be both conscious and unconscious. Sometimes it is very difficult 

to determine and distinguish between the conscious and unconscious mixing. If the speaker 

switches consciously between MSA and his/her variety then it means that the speaker has an 
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intention to send other non-linguistic information by this mixing. If the speaker mixes 

unconsciously between MSA and his/her variety then it means that the speaker has no 

intention to send any other non-linguistic information by this mixing and this mixing can be 

seen as a sign of a problem with the speaker’s knowledge and proficiency in MSA.  

 

2.1.2. The sociolinguistic effect of MSA vs. Arabic varieties  

The usage of regional, local and sub-local varieties can reflect and express a kind of 

sociolinguistic effect, where each different variety can carry more than just linguistic 

information and represent different identities and social values. MSA is like a neutral 

language/variety because it expresses or reflects just one thing i.e. that the speaker is an Arab, 

while the regional, local and sub-local varieties reflect and express many aspects of the 

speaker’s identity such as nationality, ethnicity, religion, social status etc. I use Holes 

definition for the term MSA: “Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), or Modern Literary Arabic 

(MLA), is the modern descendant of Classical Arabic, unchanged in the essentials of its 

syntax but very much changed, and still changing, in its vocabulary and phraseology.” (Holes 

2004:5). 

 

One of the reasons behind using the regional, local and sub-local varieties is to create a 

linguistic familiarity between the interlocutor and the speech/dialogue, i.e. between the 

interlocutors. The MSA represents the formal language and the regional, local and sub-local 

varieties represent the non-formal language. Ferguson (1959:234) has classified the standard 

Arabic fuṣḥa as a ‘high’ variety and the colloquial as a ‘low’ variety. The usage of regional, 

local and sub-local Arabic varieties can be seen as an advantage and disadvantage at the same 

time. It can be an advantage if the interlocutor speaks the same variety that the speaker uses in 

the speech/dialogue, because it makes the speech/dialogue familiar, easier and more 

understandable to the interlocutor when it is in his/her mother tongue. It can be disadvantage 

if the interlocutor doesn’t speak the same variety that the speaker uses in the speech/dialogue, 

because it would be unfamiliar and hard to understand the message of the speech. Kjeilen 

(2002) explained the difference between the Arabic varieties like this:  

 

Differences between the variants of spoken Arabic can be large enough to 

make them incomprehensible to one another. Hence, it would be correct to 

refer to them as separate languages named according to the area where they 
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are spoken, like Moroccan, Cairo Arabic, North Syrian Arabic etc. (Kjeilen 

2002 referred in Abdelali (2003:23).  

 

There are always different levels of information in each speech, dialogue and even text e.g. 

direct and indirect information (the message between the lines), old and new information and 

general or shared information. Some of this information demands a native-language 

knowledge and proficiency in this variety, or these varieties, otherwise the interlocutor will 

miss some parts of the speech/dialogue, i.e. the whole message. Holes has discussed how 

Arabs can solve similar situations, i.e. when they face difficulties because differences in 

varieties. Arabs use MSA in order to facilitate conversations understanding when it is 

necessary to ensure smooth communication (Holes, 2004:6).  

 

2.2. Iraqi and Baghdad Arabic variety  

I will use a dialectological framework here to present the Iraqi varieties, where Iraqi 

represents the regional variety and Baghdadi represents the local variety with focus on 

Muslim Baghdad Arabic as a sub-local variety.  

 

2.2.1. Introduction and classification 

The available data about the Iraqi varieties still needs more efforts to be completed. There are 

a lot gaps in this field because many of the local and sub-local Iraqi varieties have not been 

investigated yet (Blanc, 1964:160). The qǝltu varieties that are used by non-Muslims 

(Christian and Jews) have received more attention than the Muslims’ gǝlǝt varieties. The 

reason is that both the Christian and Jewish communities have left Iraq and that makes it 

easier to study the qǝltu varieties. The only exception among the gǝlǝt varieties is the 

Baghdad Arabic that has been investigated. Here are some of the most important and relevant 

researches about the Iraqi varieties. McCarthy (1965) has written a book in two parts, the first 

part is about grammar and the second part is the anthology of Muslim Baghdadi Arabic. 

Jastrow (1973, 1978, 1979, 1981, 1983, 1990a, 1990b and 2007) has written a lot of works 

about the Anatolian and Mesopotamian varieties with focus on Iraqi qeltu varieties. Fischer 

(1980) has presented the phonology of different Arabic varieties with a lot of short transcribed 

texts. Abu-Haidar (1988, 1991, 1992, 2004 and 2006) has produced a lot of works about the 

Iraqi variety, with the main focus on the on Christian qeltu variety. Heikki (2009) has 

presented a diachronic study to study the historical interaction between the gǝlǝt and qǝltu 
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varieties. There are some Grammar books about the Iraqi variety, such as Van Ess (1938), 

Malaika (1963), Erwin (1963), Blanc (1964), Altoma (1969) and Alkalesi (2001). There are 

also some Iraqi/English dictionaries such as Clarity (1964) and Woodhead (1967). 

 

The first and the maybe the most important work about the language situation in Iraq was 

Communal Dialects in Baghdad by Blanc (1964). Blanc used a socio-religious perspective in 

his classification of the varieties both inside and around Iraq. He discovered that the 

differences between religion and ethnicity are reflected linguistically; therefore we find 

religion and ethnicity together with a geographical description in his classification. He did 

two kinds of variety-classifications; the first one where he presented the three main communal 

varieties of Baghdad; Jewish, Christian and Muslim Arabic. The second classification 

concerned all Iraq and the area of Mesopotamian where he presented the gǝlǝt variety that 

used by Muslims and the qǝltu variety that used mainly by non-Muslims. The name gǝlǝt and 

qǝltu variety originate from the classical Arabic qultu first person, singular and perfect tense, 

in English: “I said”. 

 

There is a historical difference between the two main varieties gǝlǝt and qǝltu. The qǝltu 

variety is considered older than the gǝlǝt variety because it is belongs to the sedentary Arabic 

speakers of medieval Iraq (Abbasid) while the origin of the gǝlǝt variety belongs to non-

sedentary people who were Bedouins (Blanc, 1964:6, 160, Heikki, 2009:37). This essential 

historical difference explains why Christian and Jewish Arabic varieties have some shared 

linguistic features that are not similar to Muslim Arabic varieties (Abu-Haidar, 1992:91). 

Talay (2011:910) and Miller (2011:987) have explained how the Arabic variety of the 

Bedouins came to Iraq. It started when the Bedouins migrated to this region after the invasion 

of Baghdad by the Mongols in 1258 and 1400. The Muslim communities have been 

influenced by the Bedouins, while the non-Muslim communities kept their sedentary variety. 

That was the main reason for the spilt between the Muslim and non-Muslim varieties. Table 

no. 3 shows the relation between the three communal groups of Iraq and the two main 

varieties gǝlǝt and qǝltu.  
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Table no. 2 presents the users, areas and origin of the two main Iraqi varieties. 

 gelet qeltu 

Used by Muslim Christian and Jewish 

Used in Baghdad and South North 

Its origin from Bedouins Mesopotamia 

 

Jastrow (2006) made a wide classification of the varieties which cover the Mesopotamian 

area, which is presented by Talay (2011:911-912). Jastrow (2007:415) presented another 

classification which focuses on Iraqi varieties and how these two main Iraqi varieties are 

spread according to both religious and geographical perspectives. Since the focus of the thesis 

is on Iraq and Baghdad, I will use the classification of Iraqi varieties.  

Qәltu varieties contain three groups and each group covers different areas. 1. Tigris group: 

covers 1.1. Mosul and its surroundings (Muslims, Christians, Jews, Yezidis) 1.2. Tikrit and 

surroundings (Muslims) 1.3. Baghdad and southern Iraq (Jewish and Christian communities 

only). 2. Euphrates group: 2.1. ʿĀna (Muslims, Jews) 2.2. Hīt (Muslims, Jews). 3. Kurdistan 

group (Jewish communities only): 3.1. Northern Kurdistan (Sendor, ʿAqra, Arbil) 3.2. 

Southern Kurdistan (Kirkuk, Tuz Khurmatu, Khanaqin). Gәlәt varieties contain two groups 

and each group covers different areas. 1. Northern and central Iraq: 1.1. Rural dialects of 

northern and central Iraq 1.2. Sunni area around Baghdad Muslim Baghdadi. 2. Southern Iraq: 

2.1. Rural dialects of southern Iraq 2.2. Urban Muslim dialects.  

 

2.2.2. MBA as a lingua franca in Iraq 

The majority of the Baghdadi people speak MBA, i.e. gǝlǝt is considered the main variety in 

Baghdad (Miller, 2011:987). The Jewish population left Iraq and emigrated to Israel in 1950-

1951. The political situation with the wars in Iraq was one the reasons which made the 

Christian community decrease considerably. The fall of Saddam’s Hussein regime in 2003 

was the last political event in Iraq that made a lot of the Iraqi Christian qǝltu speakers leave 

Iraq. MBA became a Lingua franca of Iraq because it is the main variety in Iraq but at the 

same time there are other non-Muslim varieties such as Christian and Jewish (Blanc, 1964:9, 

Altoma, 1969:6 and Abu-Haidar, 2006:222). This point leads to a diglossic situation on two 

levels; the first level when the Iraqi people need to use MSA and their own local or sub-local 

variety. The second level when the Iraqi people need to use their own variety and another 

local or sub-local variety to communicate with other different local Iraqi communities. Abu-

Haidar (1992:91-92) argued that Muslim Baghdadi speakers are diglossic but Baghdadi 
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Christian and Jews can be seen as trilossic, because they need to use three different of 

varieties. Non-Muslim Baghdadi communities use their own variety (Christian or Jewish) to 

communicate internally but they use MBA to communicate external with the Muslim gǝlǝt 

speakers and they also need to use MSA as I explained before in formal situations, such as 

educational, scientific and in communications with the public authorities. Wardhaugh 

described how the situation can look between different varieties in the same language 

(Arabic) and in the same city:  

 

In a city like Baghdad the Christian, Jewish, and Muslim inhabitants speak 

different varieties of Arabic. In this case the first two groups use their 

variety solely within the group but the Muslim variety serves as a lingua 

franca, or common language, among the groups. Consequently, Christians 

and Jews who deal with Muslims must use two varieties: their own at home 

and the Muslim variety for trade and in all inter-group relationships. 

(Wardhaugh, 2006:50). 

 

In this case there are three levels of varieties; (1) the MSA is considered the high variety for 

all Baghdadi people and (2) MBA is the low variety for the Muslim community but it is 

considered as a kind of high or formal variety for non-Muslim communities and (3) the 

CBA/JBA are the low or non-formal varieties for non-Muslim communities.  

 

Table no. 3 shows how Muslim and non-Muslim Baghdadi 

communities use the three levels of varieties. 

 Muslim community Non-Muslim community 

Level 1 MSA (H) MSA (H1) 

Level 2 MBA (L) MBA (H2) 

Level 3  CBA/JBA (L) 

 

A similar situation has been identified in Bahrain where there is a kind of sectarian 

differences between the two Muslim groups of Sunni and Shiite Arabs. These sectarian 

differences are reflected linguistically and create two different Muslim Arabic varieties. The 

majority Shiite Muslim sometimes use the variety of the minority Sunni Muslims because it is 

the dominant variety in Bahrain (Holes, 1983 and 1987 referred in Watson, 2011:871).  
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3. Analysis and results  

I have analysed three chapters of the book, a total of 94 pages that present three different 

kinds of speech but that were all as spontaneous and narrative dialogues and speeches, as I 

stated earlier in the section on my material. The analysis is descriptive because it is based 

mainly on the free usage of negative elements by the speakers, i.e. how the speakers have 

used the negative elements in a natural way. The analysis focuses on these three relevant 

factors; (1) Classification of negation element. (2) Its function. (3) Its usage and placement 

(the element’s position).  

As it is known that Arabic sentence can be classified as verbal and nominal sentence/clause, 

but there are two different grammatical theories for this classification, therefore it is important 

to clarify which grammatical classification I used in the analysis. Traditional Arabic grammar 

has based its classification on the first start-word, i.e. whether the verb is initial or not. The 

sentence that starts with a verb is considered a verbal sentence, while the sentence that does 

not start with a verb is considered a nominal sentence even if it contains a verb. The western 

grammatical theory based its classification whether or not the sentence contains a verb 

(Ryding, 2005:58-59). I use the term nominal sentence/clause to refer to a sentence that starts 

with a nominal element, i.e. do not start with a verb but it can contain one.  

 

The corpus used has two advantages that show it can be used in linguistic researches and not 

only as narrative texts, i.e. as short stories and tales. (1) All the Arabic texts were more or less 

vocalized which is not common for dialectal dialogues and speeches. This linguistic feature 

was useful in the analysis in two ways; from a grammatical perspective because it shows the 

case markers and from a phonological perspective because it shows the right pronunciation of 

the text, which helps to understand the contextual and semantic function of the negative 

elements. (2) All the sentences or a group of sentences that complement each other have been 

internally numbered in each separate story or joke etc. These numbers refer or represent the 

same sentences in three parts; the Arabic part, the translated part and the transliterated part. 

The main idea is to create an easy and systematic way to find the equivalent sentence in the 

other parts.  

I did not discuss the other non-negative functions which these particles can have, e.g. lā can 

express a wish, optative and it can also mean ‘in case’, mā can be used as a directive element, 

question word, mū can have an admonitory (warning) function, as explanative particle where 

it means ‘because’ and as interrogative particle. The analysis has showed all the examples for 
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almost all the cases, but the corpus was missing very a few cases which I could not ignore, 

and I therefore needed to borrow a few external examples from Abu-Haidar (2002). I make it 

very clear when I use these external examples.  

 

3.1. The negative particle lā   

The results of the analysis show that lā can be classified as two types. The first type is a 

separate negative particle lā (long vowel) as in 462/13 and 356/87 and the second type is a 

negative prefix (morphological negation) la- (short vowel) as in 433/18. 

 

 ال، بس حبيت اذكرك 462/13

lā, bas ḥabbēt āḏakirk 

266/13 No, but I just wanted to remind you.  

 

 هللا ال ينطيه الكل من د يعلمك على هالدرب هذا! 536/87

āllh lā ynṭih ilkul men d-yʕlimk ʕlā haldarub haḏā! 

350/87 “May God not give (sustenance) to whomever is teaching you to go on this way!” 

 

! لطوليها وتعرضيها!چيوم، ابوس ايد 433/18  

yōm, abūs ēydeč! laṭwlēha w tʕred  iha! 

223/18 Mom, I kiss your hand! Don’t make a long story out of it.   

 

lā has two functions; the first function is to negate the imperfect indicative verb as in 536/87 

and the second function is to give a negative answer to an interrogative sentence (question) as 

in 412/18-19 and 446/21-22. All the examples of the la- as a prefix have showed a tendency 

that they used with the imperative verb (la- + 2PER IMP V = negated imperative) as in 

433/18. Many examples of the lā as a separate negative particle show a tendency of being 

used to give a negative answer to an interrogative sentence (question) as in 412/18-19 and 

446/21-22.  

 

وبة،گأبوك بالبيت عصام؟ ال، عمي، هو بع 412/18-19  

ābuk bilbēt ʕiṣām? lā, ʕmi, hūa baʕgūba, 

180/18-19 Is your father at home Issam? No sir, he’s in Baquba,  

 

نت د أدرس.چنت خاتل؟! ال، وهللا، چشنو؟  446/21-22  
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šinu? činit xātil? lā, w-āllh, činit d-ādrus. 

244/21-22 What’s the story? Were you in hiding? Gosh no, I was studying.  

 

Lā can be used both pre-verbal with an imperative verb and pre-non-verbal as a negative 

answer to a question. It can also stand alone when it is a short answer, i.e. just the negative 

particle without other words, but in this case it is pronounced a little differently as laʾ.  

 

 عمي، عندك بطاقة؟ أل. 442/39-40

ʕmi, ʕindak biṭāqa? lāʾ. 

239/39-40 Sir have you a ticket? No.  

 

3.2. The negative particle mā  

The results of the analysis show that mā can be classified as two types. The first type is a 

separate negative particle mā (long vowel) as in 433/18 and 475/2 and the second type is a 

negative prefix (morphological negation) ma- (short vowel) as in 410/31 and 414/18. 

 

.گي شي زين بالسوگراح ايفوت الوكت وما ال 433/18  

rāḥ ayfūt ilwakit w mā lgi šy zin bilsūg. 

223/18 The time will pass and I won’t find anything good in the market.  

 

در اقراه، روح شوف لك غيري!گما ا 475/2  

mā gddr aqrāh, rūḥ šūf-lak ġēri! 

283/2 “I can’t read it, go find yourself someone else!” 

 

 آني ميهمني شلون متكون. 410/31

ʾāny mayhmni šlūn matkūn. 

176/31 I don’t care how it is.  

 

ان يضربوكم!چوهسا مديضربونا مثل م 414/18  

w hsa madaid  rbūnā miṯil mačān yd  rbūkum! 

185/18 And know they don’t whip us like they used to whip you!  

 

Mā has many functions and it can be used both pre-verbal when it precedes the verb and pre-

non-verbal with the other non-verbal parts of speech. It can negate the perfect verb as in 
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420/19 and 421/5 or the imperfect verb as in 475/2 and 410/31 (above). Erwin (1963:141) and 

Abu-Haidar (2002:5) have mentioned this function. 

 

 الن محصلت مكان بالطيارة. 420/19

liān maḥṣlet mkān bilṭayāra. 

202/19 because I didn’t get a place in the plane.  

 

ول كلمة خشنة،گمسمعته فد يوم ي 421/6  

masimaʕta fad yōm iygūl kalima xašna, 

203/6 I never once heard him say a harsh word, 

 

Mā can be used with the future marker/prefix raḥ ( حار ) (will/going to) as in 415/20 and 

430/30 and with the progressive prefix da- which express the present continuous form of the 

verb (-ing) as in 440/10 and 463/31. Erwin (1963:141) has also mentioned this case but Abu-

Haidar (2002) did not mention these two cases.  

 

 ما دام مراح نلعب من فلوس، 415/20

mā dām marāḥ nilʕab men flūs, 

190/20 So long as we’re not going to play for money,  

 

المرة. چلتخاف! مراح اغفل عنها مثل ذي 430/30  

latxāf! marāḥ āġfal ʕanhā miṯil ḏīč ilmra. 

218/30 Don’t fear! I’ll not neglect her like the last time.  

 

 مد شوف الناس شلون د يطخطخون بيك؟ 440/10

mda-šūf ilnās šlūn d-yṭaxṭixūn byk? 

236/10 Don’t you see how the people are constantly bumping into you? 

 

 عجيل، شو الرازقي شلون د يخيس ورده ومد يفتح. 463/31

ʕǧyl, šū-ilrāzqi šlūn da-yxys warda w mada-yfteḥ. 

268/31 Ajil, look at the Arabian jasmine, how their blossoms are rotting and not opning. 

 

Mā can negate an active or passive participle and this function has been also mentioned by 

both Abu-Haidar (2002:7) and Erwin (1963:329).  
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هو ما طالع بعد. اعتقد 410/18  

āʕtaqid hūa mā ṭāliʕ baʕd. 

175/18 I believe he hasn’t yet gone out. 

 

 اشو مجايب شي وياك! 465/3

āšū maǧāyb ši wiāk! 

271/3 “I see you haven’t brought anything with you!” 

 

 ترى الكباب مينوكل بالصمون. 431/51

trā ilkabāb maynwkil bilṣamūn. 

221/51 You know kabob is not eaten with sammons.  

 

Mā can negate the noun phrase. It has been mentioned by Abu-Haidar (2002:7) but not in 

Erwin.  

  منو معنده بطاقة؟ 442/39

minū maʕenda beṭāqa? 

239/39 Who hasn’t yet bought a ticket?  

 

Mā can be used with the prepositions بيـ bii- (in), عليـ ʿalee- (on) and  عندـ end- (in the 

possession of). Erwin (1963:329) has mentioned them but not Abu-Haidar. 

 

ان البرغل نظيف وما بيه حجار، ماكو داعي للغسل.چلكن، اذا  437/13  

lken, iḏā čān ilburġul nad  if w mā bi ḥǧār, mākū dāʕi lilġasil. 

231/14 But, if the ground wheat is clean and has no stones in it, there is no need for the 

washing.  

 

 وهللا، ابني، ما بي حيل اشيل نفسي. 440/5

w-āllh, ibni, mā bieh ḥēl āšil nafsi. 

236/5 Son, I haven’t the strength to lift myself up. 

 

خلوها يمي!معليكم!  479/15  

maʕlēkum! xalūhā yami! 

288/15 “Don’t worry! Leave it to me!” 
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 اشو اكله معليه عوز، و لبسه كلش زين، 451/20

āšū ākla maʕlē ʕūz, w lebsa kūlliš zyn, 

251/20 I see that his diet has no deficiency, and his clothing is very good,  

 

ضوري على مود خمس دراهم تجي ترزلني ...إي، ومعندك حيح 479/13  

ie, w maʕindk ḥayḥud  ūri ʕlā-mūd xams darāhem tiǧi trazzlni … 

287/13 “Well, and you have no shame that, for the sake of five dirhams, you come and 

castigate me … 

 

 منو معنده بطاقة ؟ ... 445/100

minū maʕenda biṭāqa? 

243/100 Who has no ticket? 

 

3.3. The negative particle mū 

The results of the analysis show that mū can be classified just as a negative particle and this is 

the same classification of Erwin and Abu-Haidar. Mū can negate different nominal parts of 

speech, such as noun as in 430/34 and 441/30, adjective as in 440/10 and 432/9, adverb as in 

410/13 and 469/7 and preposition as in 451/33 and 454/16.  

Erwin (1963) presented another function where mū can sometimes be used pre-verbal but it 

negates the whole sentence and not the verb. I agree with Erwin about this function, but 

unfortunately I couldn’t find any example for this case in the corpus so I therefore present 

here his example. Abu-Haidar has argued that mū can sometimes be used in pre-verbal but is 

so used to negate the verb. I have discussed her point in chapter 4 (concluding discussion). 

 

Erwin’s example  

āni mū zzawaǧet ḥatā āṣir murḍiʕa māl ʾāṭfāl.
3
 

‘I didn’t get married in order to become a nursemaid for children.’ 

 

 هذا شغلي، مو شغلك! 430/34

haḏā šuġli, mū šuġlk! 

219/34 This is my work, not yours!  

                                                 
3
 This is my transcription because I couldn’t find similar symbols that Erwin has used in his transcription.  
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 عيني، هذا ربع، مو دينار! 441/30

ʕyni, haḏā rubuʕ, mū dinār! 

238/30 Buddy, this is a quarter, not a dinar!  

 

 هذا مو صحيح! 440/10

haḏā mū ṣaḥīḥ! 

236/10 This is not right!  

 

يج المرة.مو ذبالنة لو خشنة مثل اجبتنياها ذ 432/9  

mū ḏblāna lū xšna meṯel iǧibtiniāhā ḏič ilmra. 

222/9 not withered or big like what you brought us last time.  

 

  ابشارع السعدون، مو بعيد منا، خطوتين بس. 410/13

ibšāreʕ ilsʕdūn mū baʕīd menā xuṭūtien bs. 

174/13 In Sadoon St. not. far from here, just a couple of steps.  

 

لتله: ابويه مو هنا!گ 469/7  

giletla: ābūya mū hnā! 

276/7 She said to him: “My father’s not here!”  

 

 ليش ابني؟ هذي مو من عوايدك. شنو السبب؟ 451/33

lēš ibni? haḏi mū ʕawāydk. šinū ilsabb? 

253/33 This is not your usual way of acting. What is the reason?  

 

 هذي مو إلك! 454/16

haḏi mū ilk! 

256/16 These aren’t for you!  

 

I believe that mū can also negate pronouns, but I did not find any examples of this in the 

corpus, therefore these two examples are my formulation.  

 

طان.هي الغلطانه، مو اني الغل  

hiy ilġalṭāna, mū āni ilġalṭān. 
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She is wrong, I’m not wrong.  

 

 مو هذا النوع الزين، اريد النوع الثاني.

mū haḏā lnūʕ ālzin, ārid ilnūʕ ilṯāni. 

This is not the good type, I want the other type.  

 

Double negative particles 

The results of the analysis have showed that there are some single negative particles which 

can occur with other single negative particles to build a double negative particle which can 

negate two clauses that are conjoined by the conjunction particle wa (and). 

 

3.4. Double negative particle lā … wa lā …  

Lā … wa lā … is a double negative particle and it can negate both nominal-nominal clauses as 

in 427/38 and 434/32 and verbal-verbal clauses as in 519/1 and 530/62. It is used both pre-

verbal … pre-verbal and pre-non-verbal … pre-non-verbal. Abu-Haidar (2002:9) has 

presented the same results but this double negative particle hasn’t been presented by Erwin. 

 

ال هم بطلوني وال آني بطلت.وهللا،  427/38  

w-āllh, lā hum baṭelūni w lā āni baṭlet. 

213/38 Really, they didn’t discharge me nor did I quit.  

 

!ال هي مسألة غلب وال مسألة مشاطرة 434/32  

lā hiy msʾlt ġulub w lā msʾlt mušāṭra! 

225/32 it’s not a matter of besting nor a question of being more clever!  

 

،ال يعرف يقرا وال يكتبان اكو فد رجال چ 519/1  

čān akū fad riǧāl lā yʕruf yqrā w lā ykteb, 

331/1 There was a certain man who did not know how to read or write, 

 

!سيدي ليحبها وليريدها 530/62  

saydi layḥbhā w layridhā! 

344/62 My master doesn’t love her and doesn’t want her!  
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3.5. Double negative particle mā … wa lā … 

Mā … wa lā … is a double negative particle and it can negate nominal-nominal clauses as in 

417/2 and verbal-nominal clauses as in 426/19. It is used pre-non-verbal … pre-non-verbal 

and pre-verbal … pre-non-verbal. Abu-Haidar (2002:9) has presented this double negative 

particle but with a little different results from mine when I discuss it in chapter 4 (concluding 

discussion). Erwin has not presented it. 

 

 معندي ظرف وال ورق. 417/2

maʕindi  d  aruf w lā waraq. 

196/2 I have no envelope or paper.  

 

تركيب، وال خسل هدوم. چاحنا منريد من 426/19  

iḥnā manried minč tarkib, w lā xsil hdūm. 

212/19 We don’t want you to cook, or to wash clothes.  

 

3.6. Double negative particle mū … wa lā … 

Abu-Haidar has showed that mū can occur with lā to form a correlative pair and negating two 

nominal-nominal or nominal-verbal clauses that conjoined by the conjunction particle wa 

(and). I agree that this negative construction is existed in the MBA but unfortunately I 

couldn’t find any example for this case in the corpus, therefore I present Abu-Haidar’s 

example where she has presented just one example in MBA. According to the classification of 

negative elements mū … wa lā … is double negative particle and according to Abu-Haidar it 

can be used pre-non-verbal … pre-non-verbal or pre-non-verbal … pre-verbal. Erwin has not 

presented it. 

axūya mū muḥāmi wa lā dǝras muḥamāt. 

“My brother is not a lawyer, nor did he study law.” 

 

3.7. Double negative particle mā … wa mā …  

Mā … wa mā …is a double negative particle and it can negate verbal-verbal clause as in 

535/71. It is used pre-verbal … pre-verbal. It has not been discussed by Abu-Haidar or Erwin.  

 

 ما انسد وما ألزمه! 535/71

mā ʾnsad w mā ʾlzma! 

350/71 I won’t shut and I won’t hold him!  
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Compound negators 

The compound negator consists of at least two compound morphemes, where the first one is a 

negative particle like mā or mū that has the negative function. These compound negators can 

negate both verbs and non-verbs.  

 

3.8. The compound negator mākū (there is/are not)  

Mākū is a compound negator (mā + aku). It is the same classification by Abu-Haidar but 

Erwin has not presented it. It is used pre-non-verbal and it is used to negate non-verb.  

 

!چهللا، ماكو واحد ميستحي غيرو 436/47  

w-āllh, mākū wāḥḥid maystiḥi ġirč! 

228/47 Good heavens, you’re the only one who’s shameless!  

 

 ماكو داعي للغسيل. 437/14

mākū dāʕi lēlġsīl. 

231/14 There is no need for the washing.  

 

 هالسنة ماكو طوبة، وعذري بيدي. 447/32

hālsna mākū ṭūba, w ʕuḏri bidi. 

245/32 This year no football, and my excuse is handy.  

 

 وهللا ماكو احسن من الساعة الخفيفة! 457/27

w-āllh mākū āḥsn men ālsāʕa ālxfifa! 

260/27 Truly there’s nothing better than a quick delivery!  

 

3.9. The compound negator mākuš (there is/are not)  

Abu-Haidar has mentioned another compound negator mākuš (mā + aku + ši) or (mākū + ši) 

which can be used interchangeably with mākū in nominal clauses. It is used pre-non-verbal 

and its function is to negate non-verb. I agree that mākuš is exists in MBA and it is very 

similar to mākū and it can be used interchangeably with mākū, but unfortunately I couldn’t 

find any example for this case in the corpus and even Abu-Haidar’s examples ware not about 

MBA.  
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3.10. The negative pronoun maḥḥad (no one, nobody) (classification-used-function) 

According to the classification of negative elements maḥḥad (no one, nobody) is a negative 

pronoun. This negative pronoun has a similar construction of the compound negators, (ma + 

aḥḥad) where ma (no) is a negative particle and aḥḥad is indefinite pronoun (someone, 

somebody). It can be used both pre-verbal and pre-non-verbal and its function is to represent 

the subject of the verb and negate the indefinite pronoun aḥḥad.  

 

ي!آني صار لي سنتين مسدودة ومحد فتحن 535/71  

āni ṣār-li santen masdūda w maḥḥad fitaḥni! 

350/71 “I’ve been shut for years and no one opened me!  

 

 آني صار لي مدة دآكل لحم ومحد انطاني حشيش. 536/95

āni ṣār-li muda dāʾākul laḥm w maḥḥad inṭāny ḥašiš. 

351/95 I’ve been eating meat a long time and nobody gave me grass 

 

3.11. The negative pronoun mākū aḥḥad (no one, nobody) 

The results of the analysis also show that there is another negative pronoun in MBA, mākū 

aḥḥad (no one, nobody). It has a similar construction of the compound negators but it is 

separated, (mākū + aḥḥad) where mākū (there is/are no) is a compound negator and aḥḥad is 

indefinite pronoun (someone, somebody). It is very similar to negative pronoun maḥḥad 

because it has the same function and meaning, therefore I believe it can be used 

interchangeable with maḥḥad. This negative pronoun has not been presented by Abu-Haidar 

and Erwin.  

 

 ماكو احد يمنا حتى يسمعنا. 521/11

mākū āḥḥad ymnā ḥtā ysmʕnā. 

333/11 There’s nobody near us to hear us.  

 

3.12. Standard negation in MBA  

I can now use the criteria of the standard negation which I presented before and the results of 

my analysis to conclude which are the negative elements that represent the standard negation 

in MBA. I found that these four negative elements; mā, lā … wa lā, mā … wa lā and mā … wa 

mā represent the standard negation in MBA. They negate verbal and declarative sentence and 

this is the main criteria of the standard negation.  
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1. Mā negates perfect and imperfect verb.  

ول كلمة خشنة،گمسمعته فد يوم ي 421/6  

masimaʕta fad yōm iygūl kalima xašna, 

203/6 I never once heard him say a harsh word, 

 

 آني ميهمني شلون متكون. 410/31

ʾāny mayhmni šlūn matkūn. 

176/31 I don’t care how it is.  

 

2. Lā … wa lā negates imperfect verb.  

،ال يعرف يقرا وال يكتبان اكو فد رجال چ 519/1  

čān akū fad riǧāl lā yʕruf yqrā w lā ykteb, 

331/1 There was a certain man who did not know how to read or write, 

 

!سيدي ليحبها وليريدها 530/62  

saydi layḥbhā w layridhā! 

344/62 My master doesn’t love her and doesn’t want her!  

 

3. Mā … wa lā  

This example (426/19) shows that mā … wa lā can negate verbal-nominal clauses but Abu-

Haidar (2002:9) has shown that mā … wa lā can negate verbal-verbal clauses. I agree with 

Abu-Haidar about this function, but unfortunately I could not find any example for this case 

in the corpus and she didn’t present any example in MBA.  

 

تركيب، وال خسل هدوم. چاحنا منريد من 426/19  

iḥnā manried minč tarkib, w lā xsil hdūm. 

212/19 We don’t want you to cook, or to wash clothes.  

 

4. Mā … wa mā negates imperfect verb.  

 ما انسد وما ألزمه! 535/71

mā ʾnsad w mā ʾlzma! 

350/71 I won’t shut and I won’t hold him!  
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4. Concluding discussion 

I will discuss here just the points that show either differing or novel results compared with 

Abu-Haidar’s and Erwin’s work because the other parts were similar and did not show any 

interesting or new results.  

 

As for the phonological variations of lā and mā 

I presented two classifications of lā and mā, the first type is a negative particle and the second 

type is a negative prefix (morphological negation). Erwin (1963:140-141) has also classified 

these two forms of lā and mā, “In some contexts it may have the independent form maa, but 

occurs more commonly as a prefix ma-.” (Erwin, 1963:328). While Abu-Haidar (2002:2-5) 

has classified lā and mā just as a negative particle and did not mention that mā can also be 

classified or used as a negative prefix. At the same time her examples show that she used two 

forms of mā, the long form mā and the short form ma. I could not find a systematic difference 

in her usage for those two forms, i.e. if she meant to use the long form mā as a negative 

particle and the short form ma as a negative prefix. The difference between these two forms is 

phonological, because their pronunciation is sometimes adjusted according to the first sound 

of the next word which makes the long vowel shorter if the next word starts with a vowel. 

Abu-Haidar (2002:3) has mentioned this difference in pronunciation without referring to the 

difference in the classification of the negative elements. Erwin has explained that the prefixed 

form has a stronger stress and higher pitch than the stressed syllable of the negated word, 

“Independent forms maa and laa are sometimes heard in slow, precise speech, but the prefix 

forms are the normal ones.” (Erwin, 1963:140). 

 

As for the negative particle mū + verb 

The results of the analysis show that mū negates non-verbal elements while Abu-Haidar 

mentions that mū can be used to negate a verb or a particle on some rare occasions: “On rare 

occasions mū can be used to negate a verb or a particle.” (Abu-Haidar, 2002:8). I didn’t find 

any example of this case in the corpus but at the same time I know that this point can be 

interpreted that maybe the corpus is missing this case, i.e. the corpus does not prove my point 

and therefore I am obliged to use other information and facts in order to investigate this 

function. Abu-Haidar referred to Erwin (1963) to show that mū can sometimes come before 

the verb but not in order to negate the verb, it then negates the whole sentence. Mū “may 

sometimes occur immediately before a verb ... in which it serves to negate not the verb but the 
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whole sentence.” (Erwin, 1963:330). I believe that Erwin has shown very clearly that mū 

can’t negate the verb even if it sometime comes directly before the verb. Abu-Haidar used 

these three examples to illustrate her point, where K means Kirkuk, A means Arbil and N 

means Nasiriya.   

 

1. mū zʿǝalt ʿalē amā wabbaxta šwayya (K) “I did not get angry with him, but I reprimanded 

him a little.” (i.e. “I was not actually angry, I merely reprimanded him.”) 

2. mū ṣayfaw ʿǝdna ǝjōna bǝr-rabiʿ (A) “They did not spend the summer at our house, they 

came to us in spring” (i.e. “It wasn't in summer that they came, it was in spring.“) 

3. mū šǝrabha lǝl-gahwa šaffǝlla šaffa bass (N) “He did not drink the coffee, he merely took a 

sip.” (“He didn't exactly drink the coffee, he just took a sip.”) 

 

The first point is that all these three presented examples, as she mentioned, mū negates the 

whole sentence, while Abu-Haidar was talking about special cases, when mū can negate the 

verb in the sentence. I think this point would have been clearer if Abu-Haidar had presented 

some examples that show how mū can negate the verb, because the used examples are not 

relevant to her point. The second point is that all these three examples do not contain one 

from Muslim Baghdad Arabic which is the standard or typical one to represent the gәlәt 

variety. She presented one example from Nasiriya which is also belongs to gәlәt variety but I 

believe that it is hard to say that all the ‘sub-local’ varieties of gәlәt in Iraq have exactly the 

same linguistic features. We should not forget that the classification of these two main Iraqi 

varieties gǝlǝt and qǝltu is regionally based on a regional level, i.e. for all Iraq and covering 

even areas in other countries. Jastrow has described the spreading of the gәlәt variety: 

“Neither qǝltu nor gǝlǝt dialects are confined to the political borders of Iraq … gǝlǝt dialects, 

on the other hand, extend into Kuwait, the Persian Gulf, the Iranian province of Khuzestan.” 

(Jastrow, 2007:414). The same point has been confirmed by Talay (2011:911). This regional 

level presents the regional varieties. There is always at least one sub-level at a local level 

which presents the local variety under the regional variety. There are many local varieties in 

each of these two regional varieties. I have three points to prove that there are some 

differences between the varieties of gǝlǝt. If this is correct, this means that results about the 

Nasiriya variety cannot be used to represent MBA. 

 

1. Blanc explained that the difference between the qǝltu non-Muslim varieties is systematic 

but the difference between the gǝlǝt Muslim varieties is less stark (Blanc, 1964 referred in 
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Watson, 2011:871). Blanc mentioned that there are differences within the gǝlǝt varieties even 

if these were less than the differences in the qǝltu varieties. Altoma has also mentioned that 

dialectal differences can be detected even in Baghdad itself or between MBA and the variety 

in southern Iraq (Altoma, 1969:6). 2. Watson was aware that just the Baghdad Arabic variety 

has been studied, compared with all other gǝlǝt varieties and the available knowledge about 

these gǝlǝt varieties is still limited: “there is almost no information on other gǝlǝt dialects. The 

same is true about the southern Iraqi dialects” (Watson, 2011:871). There is not enough 

information about other gǝlǝt varieties and especially about southern Iraqi dialects. Nasiriya 

variety is one of the southern Iraqi varieties. 3. The gǝlǝt varieties have been subdivided into 

three groups according to the existing material about them, (i) northern Mesopotamian (ii) 

central Iraqi (iii) southern Iraqi and Khuzestan (Talay, 2011:911). MBA belongs to central 

Iraqi while the Nasiriya variety belongs to southern Iraqi, i.e. they don’t belong to the same 

group.  

 

I argue here that the differences between Arabic varieties (between MSA and other varieties 

or between only regional and local varieties) can exist on three different levels; (1) the 

phonological level (2) the lexical level (3) the grammatical level. All these three levels can 

affect the usage of the language and, of course, the communication in a direct or indirect way. 

To describe the levels further, the difference on the phonological level can appear when the 

speaker uses the same words, which the interlocutor knows, but the speaker pronounces them 

differently, i.e. according to his/her variety. The difference on the lexical level may lead to the 

speaker using words from his Arabic variety, which are not available in the MSA or the 

interlocutor’s variety. The difference in grammatical level can appear when the speaker uses 

some sentence formulation, structure or grammatical inflected/conjugated forms, which are 

not available in the MSA or the interlocutor’s variety. If my theoretical argumentation was 

sufficient to show that there are some differences between Baghdad and Nasiriya Arabic 

variety, then the result of Abu-Haidar can be interpreted in another manner, i.e. there may be 

differences in negation between the two main Iraqi varieties, gәlәt and qәltu. 

 

As for the double negative particles mā … wa lā …, mū … wa lā …and mā … wa mā … 

There were some differences in the results about the double negative particle mā … wa lā. 

The results of the analysis show that this double negative particle can negate nominal-nominal 

clause and verbal-nominal clause while Abu-Haidar (2002:9) has shown that it can negate 

both nominal-nominal clause and verbal-verbal clauses. I agree with Abu-Haidar about this 
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function but unfortunately I could not find any example for this case in the corpus. Erwin has 

not presented this double negative particle.  

 

Abu-Haidar has presented the double negative particle mū … wa lā … and shown that it can 

negate two nominal-nominal or nominal-verbal clauses that are conjoined by the conjunction 

particle wa (and). I agree that mū … wa lā … is exists in MBA but unfortunately I could not 

find any example for this case in the corpus. Erwin has not presented this double negative 

particle. 

 

I found another an interesting construction that can work as a double negative particle (mā … 

wa mā …). This example 535/71 shows that this double negative particle can negate verbal-

verbal clause. Neither Abu-Haidar nor Erwin have presented or discussed this case.  

 

 ما انسد وما ألزمه! 535/71

mā ʾnsad w mā ʾlzma! 

350/71 I won’t shut and I won’t hold him!  

 

As for the compound negators mākū and mākuš  

Abu-Haidar has mentioned that mākū can also negate verbs and verbal forms, although it 

conveys a command. I agree with Abu-Haidar that it can precede and negate the verb but 

express an order, unfortunately I couldn’t find any example for this case (mākū + verb) in the 

corpus therefore I present Abu-Haidar’s examples. 

mākū txābrini kull nuṣṣ sāʿa.  

“Don’t (f.s.) phone me every half hour!” 

  

In the same time I have to add and explain that this formulation or construction of mākū + 

verb is not a common usage as an order, because the standard way to negate the imperative 

verb is by lā which is clearer because it is direct and stronger.  

ف ! لتروح ! اخذ الوصل.گاو ، فگاو 418/28  

ʾūgaf, ʾūgaf! latrūḥ! ʾuxuḏ ilwaṣel. 

199/28 Stop, stop! Don’t go! Take the receipt.  

 

 لتخلي قولونية ! مي بس ! 460/52

latxli qūlūnia! may bas! 
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265/52 Don’t put any cologne! Just water!  

 

This is what is said in Adu-Haidar’s example (!ماكو تخابريني كل نص ساعة) “There is no call me 

every half hour” and this is what has been meant (!ال تخابريني كل نص ساعة) “Don’t call me every 

half hour”, maybe as a warning (!مو تخابريني كل نص ساعة).  

Abu-Haidar has mentioned that mākuš can be used interchangeably with mākū in nominal 

clauses. As long as mākuš can be used interchangeably with mākū then it would be interesting 

to know if mākuš can also precede and negate verb but expresses an order, i.e. if it can play 

the same role of mākū (mākū + verb) as Abu-Haidar has mentioned before. Abu-Haidar had 

not discussed this kind of difference between mākū and mākuš. At the same time I do not have 

any examples about mākuš in my corpus to analyse, and must therefore leave this question for 

future study.  

 

As for the negative pronoun mākū aḥḥad 

This negative pronoun has not been discussed by Abu-Haidar or Erwin.  It is, however, 

common in MBA. I will present the same examples that include maḥḥad and change this to 

with mākū aḥḥad to see if it can perform the same semantic and syntactic function.  

 

This example is from my corpus and I will replace maḥḥad with mākū aḥḥad. 

 آني صار لي سنتين مسدودة وماكو احد فتحني!   آني صار لي سنتين مسدودة ومحد فتحني! 535/71

āni ṣār-li santen masdūda w maḥḥad fetaḥni!  āni ṣār-li santen masdūda w mākū āḥḥad  

fetaḥni! 

350/71 “I’ve been shut for years and no one opened me!  

 

انطاني حشيش ماكو احدمدة دآكل لحم و آني صار لي   آني صار لي مدة دآكل لحم ومحد انطاني حشيش 536/95  

āni ṣār-li muda dāʾākul laḥm w maḥḥad inṭāny ḥašiš.   āni ṣār-li muda dāʾākul laḥm w 

mākū āḥḥad inṭāny ḥašiš. 

351/95 I’ve been eating meat a long time and nobody gave me grass 

 

This example is from Abu-Haidar’s article and I will replace maḥḥad with mākū aḥḥad. 

walla maḥḥad gāyǝl ʿannak ši.   walla mākū aḥḥad gāyǝl ʿannak ši. 

“I swear no one has said anything about you.” 

maḥḥad ʿalē ṣūč.   mākū aḥḥad ʿalē ṣūč. 

“No one is to blame.” 
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I believe that even the compound negator mākuš can occur with the indefinite pronoun aḥḥad 

to build another negative pronoun mākuš aḥḥad. It is similar to the negative pronoun maḥḥad 

and mākū aḥḥad because it has the same function and meaning, but there is a lack of material 

for analysis and therefore must leave it to a future study. This negative pronoun has not been 

discussed by Abu-Haidar or Erwin however 

 

As for ميصير mayṣir, مالزم malāzǝm, موقابل mūqābǝl/maqābǝl 

Abu-Haidar (2002:11-12) has added three extra negative elements and classified them as 

compound negators that can negate verbs and non-verbs; ميصير mayṣir (ma + yṣir) (certainly 

not), مالزم malāzǝm (ma + lāzǝm) (it doesn’t matter) and موقابل mūqābǝl/maqābǝl (mū + qābǝl) 

(it is highly unlike that, I doubt whether). They do exist in MBA but I have not classified 

them as compound negators, because there is nothing special in this construction of the 

compound elements, ma/mū + word (verbal form) that negate a verb or non-verb. These 

examples are from Abu-Haidar’s article.  

 

āni agūl malāzǝm yǝnsa yǝktǝbǝlhum maktūb yǝškurhum 

“I think (lit. ‘say’) he must not forget to write them a letter to thank them.” 

mayṣir yʿamlūhm bala wǝjdān 

“They must not treat them without compassion.” 

mūqābǝl ǝtzawwaj bala maygullna 

“I don’t think he got married without telling us.” (that is to say “he hasn’t got married yet.”) 

 

My argumentation is based on these two points. (1) They have not been mentioned or 

classified as compound negators in other grammatical description of MBA such as Van Ess 

(1938), Erwin (1963), Blanc (1964) and Altoma (1969). (2) This construction (ma/mū + word 

(verbal form)) can occur with many other verbs, i.e. not just with these three ‘negated’ 

compound elements that have been mentioned by Abu-Haidar. This construction is similar to 

the auxiliary verb construction where it contains of NEG + AUX + MAIN V. The non-

negated (positive) forms of these words (verbal form) have a modal auxiliary function, ميصير 

mayṣir – يصير (can, may), مالزم malāzǝm – الزم (ought, must, should). As I can see from Abu-

Haidar’s description and examples that she has considered the first part (NEG + AUX) as a 

compound negator that negates the next unit, which may be verb or non-verb. Erwin 

(2004:145) has discussed lāzǝm briefly and described its meaning and function in this way; 
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must + main v., have to + main v., has/have to + main v. and malāzǝm like this, does/do not 

have to + main v. I present other examples from my corpus that show how other similar verbs 

can have the same function of mayṣir, malāzǝm and mūqābǝl/maqābǝl.  

 

اني مالزم تكنسه وتمسحيه كل يوم گوالقاط الفو 426/24  

w ilqāṭ ilfugāni malāzim tukunsi w temsḥi kul yōm. 

213/24 And the upper floor, you don’t have to sweep it and wipe it every day 

 

تلك ميصير ؟! ميصير يعني ميصير !گابو جاسم، م 443/66  

ābu ǧāsim, magetlak mayṣir?! mayṣir yʕny mayṣir! 

241/66 Abu Jasim, didn’t I tell you it can’t be? it can’t be means it can’t be!  

 

 معجبها تروح 424/36

mʕiǧabhā trūḥ 

208/36 She won’t want to leave us! 

 

 ما اريد احصل 436/51

mā ārid āḥṣel 

229/51 Then don’t I want to … 

 

الخمسينات اللي عنده بالمواضيع اللخ. مگدر يعدلو 450/17  

w magider yʕdil ilxamsināt illy ʕinda bilmwād  iʕ illux. 

251/17 And he was unable to bring up to a passing average the fifties which he had in the 

other subjects.  

 

 ميحبون يشفوك 452/46

mayḥbūn yšufūk 

253/46 They don’t like to see you  

 

؟!معرف اقرا واكتبواني  519/7  

w āni maʕruf ʾqrā w ʾktib?! 

331/7 Since I don’t know how to read and write?!  
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5. Summary 

This thesis is far from being a literature review or a duplicate of previous studies, because 

there are some important differences in the results between my thesis and the studies of Abu-

Haidar (2002) and Erwin (1963) and these differences have been discussed in chapter 4 

(concluding discussion).  

 

(1) This thesis has presented an essential theoretical background about negation, while the 

other studies have not provided such a background. This is not to be taken as implying a 

shortage or disadvantage in the other studies but it seems that it was not a part of the aim of 

these studies. I have tried to present a complete and rich theoretical background that covers 

different relevant aspects of the thesis. It starts with the general principles of defining the 

notion of negation, the classification of negation, the standard negation and the development 

of the expression of negation. I have then presented vital previous research about the negation 

in Muslim Baghdad Arabic by Abu-Haidar (2002). There was also a sociolinguistic and 

dialectological perspective which described the relation between the language and the society 

and the relation between Arabic and its different varieties. (2) I used a different material 

(corpus) than that used in the other studies. This is very important since it gave me a chance 

of finding different and novel results from the results of the other studies. (3) This thesis has 

presented three different types of results. (i) There were some similar results from both my 

thesis and the other studies. This is to be expected since there are always some standard facts 

that anyone can find and these should be common to different studies. (ii) There were some 

different results on some points between my thesis and the other studies. (iii) There were 

some new results in this thesis that have not been presented and discussed in the other studies. 

 

The main three negative particles in MBA are lā, mā and mū. Mā can be the most common 

because it has many functions and can negate different parts of speech. I must say that there 

were two disadvantages in the corpus; the first because there were some cases that the corpus 

didn’t show although I do not believe that these few missing cases have affected the results of 

the analysis. One can in a similar situation complete the corpus by interviewing some native 

speakers and use elicitation to obtain the required examples. The second disadvantage was 

that the corpus has just one form, i.e. written form (text) without an audio version and this 

point makes the transcription more difficult because there are some words or sounds that need 

to be heard in order to be transcribed correctly, especially some closed vowels. The results of 
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the analysis and the definition and criteria of the standard negation have showed that these 

negative elements; mā, lā … wa lā, mā … wa lā and mā … wa mā represent the standard 

negation in MBA.  

 

The last thing that I would like to add is a suggestion for further research. As has been 

mentioned before, there is a need to study the other varieties of gǝlǝt, because I believe that 

there are many undiscovered differences between them. I can mention one example about an 

interesting variety that belongs to MBA which is called كظماوية Kad  māwih variety. It is used 

just in Baghdad and all the speakers are basically Shiite Muslims and live in الكاظمية al-

Kād  imih area in Baghdad. There are approximately 750.000 inhabitants in the al-Kād  imih 

area. I do not have any reference about it because I believe that nobody has studied it before. 

This variety can be as an example which shows that even MBA as a sub-local variety can 

contain another sub-local variety. A study of this dialect would be of great interest. 
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Appendix (English and Arabic versions of the interview) 

 

1. Do you know the meaning of these words?  

2. Can you use each word in a ‘normal’ sentence?  

3. Which of these words do you hear today (in the present)?  

4. Which of these words do you use in your daily life? 

5. Do you know other people who use these words (answer for each word)?  

6. Which of these words did you use and used to hear in the past that are not in use today?  

7. Can you classify these words according to two groups, the first young people (18-40) and 

the second old people (41-65+)? 

 

 )باچر، سبداج، ريوگ، حچاية، قصور، چكمچة، حوش، بيانك، چفچير، قريوالت، شدروان، هواية، پارة(

 . هل تعلم معنى هذه الكلمات؟ 1

 . هل ممكن ان تستخدم كل كلمة في جملة مفيدة؟2

 . اي كلمة من هذه الكلمات معتاد ان تسمعها في الوقت الحاضر؟ 3

 ا في حياتك اليومية؟ . اي كلمة من هذه الكلمات تستخدمه4

 . هل تعرف اشخاص اخرين يستخدمون هذه الكلمات )االجابة على كل كلمة(؟5

 . اي كلمة من هذه الكلمات كنت تستخدم او اعتدت ان تسمعها في الماضي وال تستخدم االن في الوقت الحاضر؟ 6

والثانية الكبار بالسن من عمر  44-11الى مجموعتين، االولى الشباب من عمر  . هل ممكن ان تصنف هذه الكلمات طبقا7

 +؟41-65

 

G-I-gender Answer 

G1-I1-M  

G1-I2-M  

G1-I3-M  

G1-I4-F  

G1-I5-F  

G2-I6-F  

G2-I7-F  

G2-I8-F  

G2-I9-M  

G2-I10-M  

 


